
Agility, Visibility 
and Control Over Orders 
Jesta’s Trade Management Portal 
(TMP) is a global procurement 
platform that streamlines and 
optimizes the processing and 
tracking of overseas orders and 
shipments. 

The cloud-based portal provides centralized access 
to all supply chain parties worldwide for real-time 
order information, workflow statuses and shipment 
tracking.  It provides complete order visibility so 
that all parties can track order progress at various 
stages as it moves closer to shore. A dedicated 
comments and questions section that is updated 
chronologically facilitates communication and 
collaboration between vendors, buyers, agents, 
logistics companies and other parties. TMP also 
enables easy document exchange and the printing 
of all required shipping documents by anyone 
at anytime. Moreover, information is synced 
seamlessly with Jesta’s flagship Vision Sourcing 
& Demand and Vision Merchandising platforms, 
eliminating the need for any manual entry, which 
can be both time consuming and error prone. 
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Automated Integration 
The automatic syncing of orders prevents 
mistakes from manual input.

Role-Based Views 
Information and tasks displayed are 
different for head office employees 
versus suppliers.

Communal Learning 
Global parties can view and add 
comments, which are posted 
chronologically.

Complete Independence 
Collaborators worldwide can react 
proactively without waiting for 
instructions.

Location Tracking 
The location of current orders (on a boat, 
land, at the border) is visible and precise.

Paper Productivity 
Shipping documents are generated 
by the system and can be printed by 
anyone, anytime.



ABouT JesTA I.s. 
Jesta I.S. is an international supplier of integrated software solutions for brand 
manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers specializing in apparel, footwear and 
hard goods verticals. Jesta’s Vision Suite is a modular software platform that helps 
simplify the omnichannel journey for retailers and wholesalers – from PLM to 
POS. With 50 years in the business, Jesta I.S. has the experience and resources to 
help with the technology aspect, the human factor and everything in between. 
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 3. ConsuLT

At any time, a dashboard features notifications 
for tasks, alerts, comments, and new, late, ready-
to-ship and cancelled orders.  By double clicking 
on specific orders, the user can drill down to see 
details such as quantity shipped by size and color, 
balance remaining to ship, vendor style number, 
and product image. A comments section is also 
available in this view.

 
2. shIP
 

Once in the Trade Management Portal, vendors can view 
the new order, confirm the quantities shipped and enter 
tracking information. TMP features role-based views for 
head office employees versus suppliers so the informa-
tion and tasks displayed are always specific to each col-
laborator.  This way, when buyers login, they will be im-
mediately notified of the order shipment and have access 
to tracking information.

All parties involved in the procurement cycle can view the 
order, attach documents, and add comments, ensuring that 
everyone is always up to date with an order’s status and latest 
developments.
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ReAdy To LeARn moRe? 
ConTACT us  TodAy foR InfoRmATIon.

JesTA I.s.
755 Rue Berri, Suite 200
Montreal, QC  H2Y 3E5  Canada
1-888-925-5152 / 514-925-5100
info@jestais.com

1. oRdeR CReATIon
 

An order is created in Vision Sourcing and Demand or 
Vision Merchandising. Once it is approved, it automatically 
becomes available in the Trade Management Portal, with 
details such as order quantity and status continuously 
being synced.

How does it work?


